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Process Guide Overview 

Evaluator Group’s VMware vSphere® Performance Process Guide is part of a series of guides designed to 
help IT professionals evaluate performance.  This Process Guide is designed to assist Virtual 
Infrastructure (VI) administrators understand the basics in resource optimization and troubleshooting 
Vmware vSphere environments. 

What sets Evaluator Group’s Evaluation Guide series apart from other analyst firms and vendor-
sponsored whitepapers is the lack of vendor bias.  Our Evaluation Guides are not sponsored by vendors 
and are written for IT managers seeking a vendor neutral discussion of the design considerations behind 
new products, technologies, and trends.   

Performance Troubleshooting Methodology 

Identifying and resolving bottlenecks in vSphere can be difficult without some direction.  This document 
will take you through a process flow for identifying and resolving bottlenecks and tuning a vSphere 
environment at the ESXi level.   

Understanding supply and demand is very important. Knowing in the planning stages the amount of 
performance and throughput of your workload will make it easier to monitor the recommended 
performance thresholds.  With this document you will be able to resolve basic performance bottlenecks 
on existing virtual environments.  This will help you stay within your SLAs. 

 

Figure 1: Methodology and Process Flow 
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The basic process flow for finding bottlenecks, reporting metrics, and tuning a vSphere environment is 
the following: 

1. VMware Tools - Check the status of VMware Tools 
2. Processors – Check both CPUs and vCPUs 
3. Memory – Check the memory management architecture 
4. Storage – There is a limited view of the storage subsystem but the rest of the I/O stack in the 

hypervisor, VMFS, and guest OS should be available to check through vCenter. 
5. Network – There are rarely network problems but it good to monitor dropped packets and 

ensure there are no aborts. 
 

Using Tools to Identify Bottlenecks 

All guidance in this document is using the performance tab in vCenter since that comes with most 
licenses.  If a customer has decided to install vCenter Operations, it will give you much more graphical 
detail of the metrics talked about in this document.  Other tools for advance tuning not covered in this 
document are ESXtop. iSCSIstats or third party enterprise management, and data analytics. 

VMware Tools 

Common Problems in a vSphere Environment 

Before looking any place else for a performance problem first start check the status of VMware tools.   

Key Metrics to Measure and Monitor 

There are two states to be aware of when checking the status of VMware Tools: 

Out of Date – Periodically there are updates to VMware Tools that correspond with various OS updates.  
VMware Tools must always be kept update for all VMs. 
 
Disabled – VMware tools on a guest OS are installed as a set of services for Windows or a set of device 
drivers on Linux or Solaris.  Sometimes these services/drivers are disabled when performance reaches 
certain OS-level tasks.  For Linux, if there are changes made to the kernel or the kernel has been 
updated this can cause a situation where VMware Tools can not load properly when restarting a Linux 
VM. 

Basic Troubleshooting Process for a VMware ESXi Host 

1. In the vCenter select the host name. 
2. Select the Virtual Machines tab. 
3. Right-click on the header and select VMware Tools Status 
4. If the status is Out of date or Disabled for any of the VMs do the following: 
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a. Out of Date – download the latest VMware Tools from www.vmware.com and update all 
VMs. 

b. Disabled – First attempt to re-enable VMware Tools.  For Linux, run the config-tools.pl 
script which will configure the tools or you may have to re-install VMware Tools. 
 

Processor (CPU & vCPU) 

Common Problems in a vSphere Environment 

1. The VMs CPU resource demands are higher than what a host, Resource Pool, or Virtual Machine 
can provide. 

2. Only one vCPU is being used in an SMP VM.  This happens when: 
a. A guest OS has been configured for uni-processor. 
b. An application in the guest OS is pinned to a single core. 
c. The application running in the guest OS is a single-threaded application. 

3. High Ready Times with bursty workloads has often been found when running Terminal Services 
or VDI applications. 

4. Too large a VM on too small a platform 
a. Rules of thumb: 1-4 vCPU on dual socket hosts, 4-8 vCPU on quad socket hosts.  Changes 

as core counts increase. 
b. With 8 vCPU, ensure that at least vSphere 4.1 is installed 

5. Accidental limits 
a. Reservations/limits on VMs and resources too small 

6. Continuing to expect high consolidation ratios (VM-to-host ration) with busy workloads 
a. Virtualizing larger workloads require revisiting consolidation ratios. 

Key Metrics to Measure and Monitor 

 CPU utilization (%CPU and %vCPU) 
 Ready (%RDY) 

 % time a vCPU was ready to be scheduled on a physical processor but couldn’t due to 
processor contention 

 Recommended Threshold: 10% per vCPU 
 Co-Stop (%CSTP) 

 % time a vCPU in an SMP virtual machine is “stopped” from executing, so that another 
vCPU in the same virtual machine could be run to “catch-up” and make sure the skew 
between the two virtual processors doesn’t grow too large 

 Recommended Threshold: 3% 
 Max Limited (%MLMTD) 

 % time the VM was ready to run but wasn’t scheduled because it would violate the CPU 
Limit set. 

 Recommended Threshold: 0% 

http://www.vmware.com/
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Basic Troubleshooting Process for a VMware ESXi Host 

Resource Pool Saturation 

1. Resource Pool CPU utilization 
a. Select Resource Pool  Performance tab  Advanced  CPU  Usage in MHz object 
b. Right click on the Resource Pool and then click Edit Settings. Check to see if there is a 

CPU Limit set in the Resource Pool  
c. Is the Usage close (>75%) to the CPU Limit?  If it is, the next step is to check for possible 

high CPU Ready Time. 
2. Ready Time 

a. Select the VM(s) that is exhibiting the slow performance  Performance tab  
Advanced  CPU 

b. Look at the Ready time for all objects (vCPU numbers for the VM).  You may to Change 
Chart Options to see the Ready metric. 

c. Is any object >2000ms.   
3. Resolution 

a. In a DRS cluster possibly add a host to add additional CPU resources.  DRS will 
automatically rebalance the load. 

Host Saturation 

1. Host CPU utilization 
a. Select the <hostname>  Performance tab  Advanced  CPU 
b. Under the <hostname> object look at Usage to see if Usage is >75% or frequent spikes 

>90% 
2. Ready Time 

a. <hostname>  Virtual Machines tab  Host CPU  click on the MHz header and the 
CPU usage will list from highest to lowest usage of the VMs. 

b. Then elect the VM(s) that is exhibiting the slow performance  Performance tab  
Advanced  CPU 

c. Look at the Ready time for all objects (vCPU numbers for the VM).  You may have to 
Change Chart Options to see the Ready metric. 

d. Is any object >2000ms.   
3. Resolution 

a. Reduce the number of VMs running on the host or power off non-critical VMs. 
b. Tune the efficiency of the VMs themselves.  Use the usual best practices from OS vendors 

plus look at using Large Memory Pages, increase memory, and/or reduce the timer 
interrupt rate. 

Virtual Machine (guest OS) Saturation 

1. VM utilization 
a. <VMname>  Performance tab Advanced  CPU 
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b. Look at the <VMname> CPU Usage. Under the <hostname> object look at Usage to see if 
Usage is >75% or frequent spikes >90% 

2. Resolution 
a. Add additional vCPUs to the VM. 
b. Migrate that VM to a host that has more resources 

Only one vCPU is used in an SMP VM 

1. vCPU utilization 
a. <VMname>  Performance tab Advanced  CPU 
b. In the MHz column look at vCPU objects 

2. Resolution 
a. A guest OS has been configured for uni-processor.  Upgrade the guest OS to an SMP 

kernel or HAL. 
b. An application in the guest OS is pinned to a single core.  Adjust the OS level controls. 
c. The application running in the guest OS is a single-threaded application. The number of 

vCPUs allocated to the VM should be reduced to one.  

High Ready Times for burst workloads 

1. CPU utilization 
a. <hostname>  Performance tab  Advanced  CPU 
b. If the <hostname> Usage above 60% check ready time 

2. Ready Time 
a. <VMname>  Performance tab Advanced  CPU 
b. Look at the Ready time for all objects (vCPU numbers for the VM).  You may to Change 

Chart Options to see the Ready metric. 
3. Resolution 

a. The HatingIdleMsecPenalty parameter enforces fairness among the CPU time allocated 
to the VM.  If you need to change the fairness, you can check the VMware KB article 
http://kb.vmware.com/kb/1020233 on how to change it. 
 

Memory Management 

Remember the ESXi memory management architecture and priority of use 

1. Ballooning – Can over-commit memory for a virtual machine by a pre-set parameter. 
2. Compression – compresses memory in a compression cache 
3. Hot cache – New in vSphere 5.  This automatically detects Solid State Storage (SSS) on board in 

the host and makes it available for swapping instead of swapping to disk. 
4. Swapping – Swaps to disk 
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Common Problems in a vSphere Environment 

 Using SWmmu 
 If you have the option, hardware memory assist (HWmmu) reduces virtualization 

overhead for memory intensive workloads (eg: Tier 1) 
 If using ESX 3.5, AMD with RVI, 32 bit OS – check/force monitor mode 

 Not monitoring for memory ballooning or swapping to disk 
 Ballooning is an early warning sign paging may occur 
 Paging to disk will negatively impact VM performance 
 Swap Wait - when host swapping issue is fixed ESXi does not automatically Swap In 

memory for VMs until a VM starts to utilize that memory again 
 Not monitoring for swapping at guest 

 Under provisioning guest memory 
 Excessive memory over-commit 
 Memory over-commit with memory reservations 
 Disabling the balloon driver or disabling TPS 

 TPS and Large Memory Pages 
 vCenter summary data shows high memory utilization since guest memory is backed by 

2Mb physical memory pages 1st, then TPS when required 
 Bad capacity planning metric 

Key Metrics to Measure and Monitor 

 Balloon driver size (MCTLSZ) 
 the total amount of guest physical memory reclaimed by the balloon driver 
 Recommended Threshold: 1 

 Swapping (SWCUR) 
 The current amount of guest physical memory that is swapped out to the ESX kernel 

VM swap file 
 Recommended Threshold: 1 

 Swap Reads/sec (SWR/s) 
 The rate at which machine memory is swapped in from disk 
 Recommended Threshold: 1 

 Swap Writes/sec (SWW/s) 
 The rate at which machine memory is swapped out to disk 
 Recommended Threshold: 1 

 Swap In Rate 
 Swap Out Rate 
 Total_Active_Memory = (Memory_Capacity – Memory_Overhead) + 

Total_balloonable_memory + Savings_from_Memory_Compression + Page_Sharing_Savings 
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Basic Troubleshooting Process for a VMware ESXi Host 

High Memory Demand – Resource Pool 

1. Resource Pool -> Performance Tab  Advanced  Memory 
2. Look at the Balloon Parameter for the Resource Pool object. If the Balloon parameter is >0 this is 

a sign that you are using more physical memory than the host has. 
3. If a VM is frequently ballooning you may need to add physical memory. 
4. Resolution – Memory shares can be set to ensure adequate memory available.  In extreme cases 

memory reservations can be set for a guarantee for mission critical applications with strict SLAs. 

High Memory Demand – ESXi Host 

1. <hostname> -> Performance Tab -> Advanced -> Memory 
2. Look at the Balloon Parameter for the Resource Pool object. If the Balloon parameter is >0 this is 

a sign that you are using more physical memory than the host has. 
3. If a VM is frequently ballooning you may need to add physical memory. 
4. Resolution – Memory shares can be set to ensure adequate memory available.  In extreme cases 

memory reservations can be set for a guarantee for mission critical applications with strict SLAs. 

High memory Demand – Virtual Machine 

1. <VMname>  Performance Tab  Advanced  Memory 
2. Look at the Balloon Parameter for the Resource Pool object. If the Balloon parameter is >0 this is 

a sign that you are using more physical memory than the host has. 
3. If a VM is frequently ballooning you may need to add physical memory. 
4. Resolution (you can do one or both) 

a. Configure additional memory for the VM 
b. Tune the application to reduce its demand on memory. 

VM Memory Swapping to disk 

1. Check for swapping at the ESXi host 
a. <hostname>  Performance tab  Advanced  Memory 
b. Look at Swap In Rate and Swap Out Rate. You may have to Change Chart Options to view 

these parameters. 
c. If either of these parameters are >0 then the ESXi host is swapping. 

2. Check for swapping at the Virtual Machine 
a. <VMname> -> Performance tab -> Advanced -> Memory 
b. Use Change Chart Options to select Memory/Real-Time then change the Chart Type to 

Stacked (per VM) and select all VMs 
c. Then check all VM’s one by one for their Swap In Rate and Swap Out Rate. 
d. If either of these parameters are >0 then that VM is swapping. 

3. Resolution (you call to do one, many or all) 
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a. Add physical memory to the ESXi host 
b. Increase the limits of the resource pool 
c. Reduce the number of VMs running on the ESXi host 
d. Increase available memory resources by adding the host to a DRS cluster 
e. Maximize page sharing 
f. Enable the balloon driver on all VMs 
g. Reduce memory reservations 
h. Re-evaluate memory shares assigned to the VMs 
i. Check for restrictive allocation of memory resources to a VM or a resource pool 
j. Use resource controls to dedicate memory to critical VMs 
k. Reserve memory to VMs only when needed 
l. Use SSDs when able 

VM Swap Wait 

1. <VMname>  Performance tab  Advanced  CPU 
a. For the particular VM, if the Swap Wait object is >0 then the ESXi host is swapping pages 

of the VM swap file. 
2. Resolution 

a. You can use the list of resolutions from the VM Swapping to disk section. 

Past VM Memory Swapping 

1. Past swapping at the ESXi host 
a. <hostname> -> Performance tab -> Advanced -> Memory 
b. Look at Swap Used for the <hostname> object. You may have to Change Chart Options to 

view these parameters. 
c. If this parameter is >0 then at some point in the past memory has been swapped  

2. Resolution - You will want to use the resolution for memory swapping if this activity is frequent.  

Virtual Machine Memory Compression 

1. Checking memory compassion at the ESXi host 
a. <hostname>  Performance tab  Advanced  Memory 
b. Look at Compression Rate and Decompression Rate for the <hostname> object. You may 

have to Change Chart Options to view these parameters. 
c. If either of these parameters are >0 then the ESXi host has compressed memory. 

2. Resolution – ESXi host 
3. Checking memory compression at the Virtual Machine  

a. <VMname>  Performance tab  Advanced  Memory 
b. Use Change Chart Options to select Memory/Real-Time then change the Chart Type to 

Stacked (per VM) and select all VMs 
c. Then check all VM’s one by one for their Compression Rate and Decompression Rate. 
d. If either of these parameters are >0 then that VM has compressed memory. 

4. Resolution – Virtual Machine 
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Storage (I/O path) 

Common Problems in a vSphere Environment 

 Misconfigured storage 
 Choosing the wrong media to maintain SLAs 
 Queue depth 

Key Metrics to Measure and Monitor 

There are some recommended thresholds from VMware when monitoring I/O latency in the storage 
stack. 

 Device Latency Average (DAVG) 
 This is the latency seen at the device driver level. It includes the roundtrip time between 

the HBA and the storage. 
 Investigation Threshold: 10-15ms, lower is better, occasional spikes okay 
 Recommended Threshold: 10-15 ms 

 Kernel Latency Average (KAVG) 
 This counter tracks the latency of an I/O passing thru the hypervisor Kernel 
 Recommended Threshold: 1-2 ms 

 Aborts (ABRT/s) 
 The number of commands aborted per second.  Having too many aborts creates to many 

retries and this will negatively impact performance. 
 Recommended Threshold: 1 

 VMDK latency 
 This is the overall latency at the driver level of the Virtual Machine. 
 If you start to see latency frequently go above 10-15 ms, this is an indicator that your 

SLAs are being threatened. 
 Investigation Threshold: 10-15 ms 

Basic Troubleshooting Process for a VMware ESXi Host 

vCenter without the storage vendor’s plug-in will give you basic information about datastores but you 
will need to work with the storage vendor on their performance tools to troubleshoot further into the 
storage system. Remember over 85% of performance problems, masked as other problems reported, 
end up stemming from poorly configured storage. 
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To monitor the recommended metrics from vCenter 

1. <hostname>  Performance tab  Advanced  Disk 

Slow Storage Device 

High Physical Disk Latency 
1. <hostname>  Performance tab  Advanced  Disk 
2. Select all of the virtual disk objects and check the Physical Read Latency and Physical Write 

Latency to make sure they are under the recommended thresholds 

High Virtual Disk Latency 
1. <hostname>  Performance tab  Advanced  Virtual Disk 
2. Select all of the virtual disk objects and check the Read Latency and Write Latency to make sure 

they are under the recommended thresholds 

Queue Command Latency 
1. <hostname>  Performance tab  Advanced  Disk 
2. If the Queue Command Latency is above 0ms, that means I/O are being queued which will result 

in longer response times and you may have to increase the queue depth. 
3. This rarely shows up except for high demanding transaction environments. 

Resolution 

Once a bottleneck has been identified in one of the recommended storage metrics, work with the 
storage vendors and their associated plug-ins and storage management tools to isolate problems in the 
storage subsystem. 

Network 

Common Problems in a vSphere Environment 

 Not leveraging vmxnet3 or e1000 (VMtools) 

Key metrics to Measure and Monitor 

 Transmit Dropped Packets (%DRPTX) 
 The percentage of transmit packets dropped 
 Recommended Threshold: 1 

 Receive Dropped Packets (%DRPRX) 
 The percentage of receive packets dropped 
 Recommended Threshold: 1 
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Basic Troubleshooting Process for a VMware ESXi Host 

Dropped Receive or Transmit Packets 
1. <hostname> -> Performance tab -> Advanced -> Network 
2. If dropped packets reaches the recommended threshold then the VMnics will be generating 

retries and drive CPU utilization higher, negatively impacting performance. 

Resolution 
In the guest OS, there are tunable network drivers that allow you to control the use of interrupts, the 
number of packets retrieved on each interrupt, and the number of packets a device can buffer before 
interrupting the guest OS.  Follow performance best practices for the given guest OS. In ESXi you can 
also: 

 Increase CPU resources for the VM 
 Add more vNICs to the VM and rebalance the workload 

 

Summary 

This process will help you model your workload and understand its behavior. After following this 
performance process and you find an advanced or more complex performance issue, you may want to 
consult VMware or your certified VMware Partner for further troubleshooting assistance.  The issue may 
be beyond just the hypervisor. 
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